
Cognitive Clouds are the next evolution of cloud computing. 

They are a new class of data interpretation and learning 

systems that weave insights and advice into the fabric of 

your business. 

They fuse di�erent structured and unstructured data types 

(text, tweets, blogs, images, videos) on a massive scale and 

make sense of our increasingly interconnected and 

amazingly complex world.

Companies need smarter and agile 

business processes that infuse 

intelligence and insights from data 

that exists in silos across their 

organization. Cognitive Clouds 

augment human knowledge with 

machine intelligence, surfacing 

real-time insights and advice that 

improves customer satisfaction, 

increasing productivity, and resulting 

in tremendous cost savings. 

Improve patient engagement, manage population 

health to improve outcomes and lower cost.

Healthcare

Power shopping inspiration, personalize 

insights and enable cognitive commerce. 

Retail

Understand customer needs, provide consistent 

insights and advice, manage risk and fraud.

Financial Services$

SOURCE multi-structured 
data while preserving data 

usage rights

DELIVER personalized 
and actionable insights 

in context 

Process Optimized Clouds

PROCESS dark data to 
uncover business and 

consumer insights

LEARN continuously 
and improves 

over time

Cognitive Scale powers standards based Cognitive Clouds
that are revolutionizing the big data and analytics markets

How Cognitive Clouds power next generation applications

Industry Optimized Clouds
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Learn how Cognitive Clouds weave insights 

and advice into the fabric of your business
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THE COGNITIVE CLOUD COMPANY

10 -10 -10 
·   Deploy your own cognitive cloud in 10 seconds

·   Build your first cognitive app in 10 hours

·   Customize it using your own data in 10 days

Fast track your business in our Cognitive Garages.
Learn, engage, build at the speed of business

Our Solutions

About Cognitive Scale

Cognitive Scale powers standards-based 

cognitive clouds, which are revolutionizing big 

data and analytics markets. Cognitive clouds 

are a new class of data interpretation and 

learning systems that weave cognitive 

intelligence into business processes and 

applications.  They work on massive amounts 

of multi structured data including text, images 

and video to generate actionable insights from 

dark data–data that is not machine readable, 

not easily accessible, or not leveraged. Our 

cognitive cloud platform, called Insights Fabric, 

delivers Insights-as-a-Service and accelerates 

the creation of industry and domain optimized 

cognitive applications and processes.

cognitivescale.com

Join the conversation around 
#cognitiveclouds
@cognitivescale on Twitter, 
Facebook, Plus and LinkedIn

Strategic Partners:

Insights FabricCognitive Industry Clouds

Our Products

Cognitive clouds understand the language of an industry.  Our industry 

optimized cognitive clouds contain knowledge graphs, models, data 

enrichments, and insight generators. These accelerate the creation of 

vertical specific cognitive applications that weave insights and advice 

into business processes and applications.

Cognitive Process Clouds

Businesses may be data rich, but are challenged to leverage first and third 

party information within the context of their processes. Our cognitive 

process clouds are built on open standards and weave insights and advice 

in context by sifting through both structured data and dark data. This 

intelligence helps decision makers make real time decisions, thus making 

business processes smarter, agile and self optimizing. 

Insights Fabric is the first cognitive cloud 

platform that delivers insights as a service from 

all types of social, public, private and device 

data and context signals. It will help you master 

big data and uncover dark data to improve 

decision-making, personalize consumer 

experiences, and create profitable relationships.


